
JUDGES GENERAL BRIEFING

Thank you all for coming out to play this weekend. Thank you Dan, Diane  and the
committee for the privilege of judging this weekend.  It’s a great weekend because we once
again get to play with our dogs in their favorite sport.  If you have had a chance to trial some or
if you have been off for a while the rules of the facility and how we visit may be a little different
but the joy of playing is still the same.

This section is for the dogs still reading
(since your handlers have probably quit reading.)

Dogs PLEASE keep your handlers on a short leash.  You know how excited they get and
they will be jumping up and down pulling on their leashes trying to visit their friends.  It is your
job to keep them safely distanced. Remind them when you come to the ring that you run naked
and they might need a mask.

We do have DTIR (Declared training in the ring), and Fix and Go. So if your handler makes a
mistake feel free to bring them back to correct the obstacle or sequence  For DTIR you may
bring a toy in the ring, if shown to the judge before walkthroughs.  It has to be a toy that does
not hold treats, scents, or noise makers, even if they are new.  They need to be hidden while
entering and exiting the ring.  Fix and Go is repeating an obstacle or sequence that the dog or
handler faulted on.  Each of these is a no time and finish the run under big dog time.Complete
rules can be found in the rule book on pages 15 & 16.

You should be receiving course maps the night before. Don’t let your handlers lose sleep
while obsessing, get them to bed early.  They can obsess while walking.  Our walk-throughs  will
be 5 minutes, if the walk-throughs are split, Dogs please bring your handlers to the ring ready to
run when the last handlers walking in the last group have cleared the ring. Please have your
handlers ready to enter the ring as outlined on the course maps. Walk throughs that are not split
will be 8 mins. With dogs to the line 5 minutes after the end of walk throughs.

Again thank you all for coming out, and take time to enjoy the moments as we again get to
play agility.

Thank you all
Steve Klein
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